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There is an increasing interest in the impact of feed on the fish gut microbiome. Most of the studies are based on sequencing the
bacterial housekeeping gene 16S rRNA from extracted total DNA, including resident and non-resident live bacteria as well as dead
bacteria. It has not been a common practice to include the feed as control, although it contains various nutritious ingredients that
microorganisms can use before or after feed preparation. Thus, study designs using digesta as a proxy for the intestinal microbiome
raise the concern that composition of the gut microbiome might be biased by carry-over of microbial DNA from the feed itself. Here
we report analysis of 15 feeds and representative intestinal digesta of Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) from five independent case
studies. This allowed us to identify “feed microbiomes” that were microbially diverse and shared taxa with digesta microbiomes.
Digesta-specific microbiomes were identified, though they were mainly enriched by a few taxa, such as Mycoplasma and
Ruminococcaceae. Overall, findings are consistent with a model wherein gut microbial profiles are to a different degree influenced
by bacterial DNA present in the feed itself through a “feed microbiome” carry-over effect.

ISME Communications; https://doi.org/10.1038/s43705-022-00096-6

The fish intestinal tract is colonized by aerobic, facultative or
obligate anaerobic bacteria, with Proteobacteria being the
prominent phyla [1]. A comprehensive review on the role of the
gut microbiome in cultured fish is described in Perry et al. [2].
Bacteria may be considered resident members of the gut,
associated with the intestinal mucosa, autochthonous colonizers
of the host gut, or transient organisms that are not closely
associated with the surrounding digesta. Variability in microbial
taxa between studies and individuals could relate to several
factors such as feeding rates, condition factor, maturation, or
environmental conditions. One factor that is often not evaluated
in typical diet studies, is the feed itself. Feed can contain genetic
material from the animal and plant species that were used in its
preparation, as well as the microbiomes of those ingredients. The
presence of DNA in animal feeds is thus expected. Typical
commercial feed for Atlantic salmon may thus contain exotic
microorganisms introduced with the ingredients, or from com-
munities that developed during feed processing or storage.
Although microbial contaminants may be killed before the final
product is finished, their DNA or fragments of their DNA may
remain. The present study addresses this concern.
Microbiome analysis of in total 15 feeds (F1–F15) from five

independent case studies (Study 1–5) and representative digesta
of individual fish consuming 12 of those feeds were analyzed
using the 16S rRNA (V4) amplicon sequencing protocol from the
Earth Microbiome Project. Sequence data were processed in
QIIME2 as described in Supplementary Information. Overview of
the five case studies and microbiome samples, including
biological replicates, is presented in Supplementary Table S1

and S2, respectively. We identified feed microbiomes in all the
feeds analyzed (Fig. 1), and with an alpha diversity of 140 ± 38
amplicon sequencing variants (ASVs) comparable to the distal
intestinal digesta (DID) of 125 ± 93 ASVs (Supplementary Fig. S1).
The taxonomic compositions of the different feed microbiomes
were specific between the five case studies, but also feed specific,
though to a lesser extent (Fig. 1A). Dominant genera found in
feeds were Photobacterium, Lactobacillus, Streptococcus, Weissella,
and Paracoccus, but their relative abundance varied among the
five case studies and 15 feed types (Fig. 1B).
Comparison between all the different feed and DID micro-

biomes shows both shared (PC1) and different microbiome
compositions (PC2) (Fig. 2A). Significant correlation was evident
between 8 of the 12 feeds and their respective DID microbiomes
(Supplementary Fig. S2, highlighted by red boxes). Even higher
correlation was observed between the composition of the feed
microbiome and microbiomes in digesta samples from the
proximal and mid intestinal samples, though data are only
available from study 1. Taxonomic comparison showed that
several of the core genera in feed were frequently detected in the
DIDs (Fig. 2B). This was especially the case for Photobacterium,
detected with a frequency of 100% in the feeds vs 92% per DID
category. Other core genera from the feed microbiome were also
frequently detected in the DIDs, but only Lactobacillus, Weissella,
and Streptococcus were among the dominants (mean DIDs >1%).
Photobacterium was the major dominating taxa in both feed (46%)
and digesta microbiomes (27%). The genus is common in fish
microbiomes [1] and includes species that are both pathogenic
and commensal to fish [3]. Only one Photobacterium ASV
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Fig. 1 Feed microbiome comparison between the different case studies (n= 5) and feed types (n= 15). A PCA plot (scaled) and
B taxonomic barplot. The representative studies (Study 1–5) and feed (F1–F15) numbers are indicated and includes biological replicates.
Prediction ellipses represent the 95% confidence ellipse of the different sample sets. The barplot contains the 15 dominating genera (average
abundance >1%). Other reflects the sum of all none dominating genera.
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Fig. 2 Feed and DID microbiome comparison. A PCA plot (unscaled) of all feed and DIDs. B Relative frequency and abundance of genera per
feed (n= 15) and per representative DID (n= 12). C Taxonomic barplot of DID specific genera, differentiated into two groups (PC2- and PC2+),
and colored coded according to phylum: Firmicutes (red/orange), Proteobacteria (green), Tenericutes (blue). Only dominating taxa were
included in B, C (average abundance >1% across the feed or DID samples).
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dominated across all the case studies (Supplementary Fig. S3), and
the ASV data could not be used to determine if all the
Photobacterium in the DIDs could be of feed origin. We confirmed
the overlap between feed and DID microbiomes by a metage-
nomic analysis of one feed cohort (F5) of study 2 (Supplementary
Fig. S4). The analysis also showed the existence of a more complex
community pattern in the feed and DIDs, including detection of
fungal taxa.
DID microbiomes that were separated from the feed micro-

biomes along PC2 in Fig. 2A, were enriched by only a few taxa
within Firmicutes and Proteobacteria (PC2-) or Tenericutes (PC2+)
(Fig. 2C). High dominance of Ruminococcaceae or Mycoplasma was
observed within several of the DIDs, while other DIDs were
dominated by one or several genera of Aliivibrio, Shewanella,
Photobacterium, or Vibrio. The shifting dominance of these taxa
corroborate other studies of the Atlantic salmon gut microbiome
[4–6] where some individuals may become dominated by a few
bacterial taxa [5, 7–9].
Here, we speculate that reported dietary effects may in part be

biased by taxa from the feed microbiome as many aquaculture
studies use digesta as a proxy for the intestinal microbiome.
Dominant genera found in the 15 feeds of this study were
Photobacterium, Lactobacillus, Streptococcus, Weissella, and Para-
coccus. These remained as dominant taxa in many of the DID
microbiomes and commensurate predominant taxa in digesta
from other dietary studies of salmonids [10–13]. Indeed, a
predominance of Lactobacillus, Paracoccus, Streptococcus, and
Weissella has been identified from salmonid feeds [14–16]. It has
also been suggested that several microbes, such as Lactobacillales,
may not be active constituents in the fish gut [17]. Detection of
predominant feed-associated taxa in many of the DID micro-
biomes is possibly due to a carry-over effect of bacterial DNA from
the feed, exemplified with Lactobacillus (Supplementary Fig. S5).
However, we assume that this will not influence the mucosa-
associated microbiome to a similar extent as it is likely that the
DNA will be transient and washed away during sample prepara-
tion of the mucosa. Indeed, we recognize that the digesta
microbiome is different to the mucosa-associated microbiome
[10, 17, 18], which is anticipated to affect hosts to a greater extent
[19]. Thus, changes in digesta microbiomes attributed to diet
could originate from other variations, i.e. influenced by different
feeding rates, intestinal passage times, digestion rates [20–22], or
fasting [23]. The overall implication of our study is that any
intervention that alters feed consumption or changes digestion
may have a direct effect on microbiome profile derived from the
analysis, affecting our interpretation and thus conclusions about
microbiome function.
Although much of what is known about fish gut microbiomes

might come from true biological signals, many studies that have
identified a distinct gut microbial community have not assessed
carry-over effects of bacterial DNA from the feed in their
findings. While the multifaceted nature of this situation limits
our ability to clearly delineate the associations between feed and
digesta microbiomes, we were able to describe novel associations
between a “feed microbiome” and the DID across multiple cases.

DATA AVAILABILITY
The raw sequence libraries can be accessed under the BioProject accession number
PRJNA791377.
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